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Was Alfred born to be the greatest Was Alfred born to be the greatest 
butler in the world?! Not exactly…butler in the world?! Not exactly…
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G. R.Jerry
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EEBOOK
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G. R. Jerry has always nurtured an interest in the macabre. In one of his books, Tom 
and Lovey: Under the Moon into the Wood¸ he writes about a rural Midwestern town 
run by Stargut, the local sheriff who commands and creates the mutant inhabitants 
who reside in the Village of Wrong. Lovey swears to unearth the sheriff ’s plans 
and avenge her husband’s death. But as she gets closer to the truth, her friend and 
neighbor, Patty, begins acting strange. e two are joined by a preacher of sorts, 
Tom, who arrives at the town just in time for them to band together, converging 
for a showdown with Stargut down the doorsteps of hell. for a showdown with Stargut down the doorsteps of hell. 
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under the moon into the wood
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AND

LOVEY
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“It’s not over, Tom.
It‘s not over. My time will 
come. Ol’ Stargut ought 

not to kilt my man.”
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Judith Vander Wege

Judith Vander Wege is a freelance writer with a rich portfolio of published works in 

Christian periodicals and three published books. One of her books, The Runaway: A 

Parable About How God Feels About Rebellion, features a story that reflects God’s 

feelings about his people’s rebellious behaviors. The book narrates a story where 

disobedience coexists with divine discipline and compassion. Each chapter of the book 

continues the story of a mother and a daughter. It is interspersed with verses and 

reflections from the book of Isaiah and other books in the Bible. The book unravels the 

heart of God when his children stray and offers profound lessons for readers of all ages.heart of God when his children stray and offers profound lessons for readers of all ages.
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Kathy Leypoldt uses writing as one of the ways to satisfy her creative 
interests. She created stories for her grandchildren to enjoy. Her book 
Bye, Bye, Bow Wow: A Surprise Adventure, is one of the stories that she 
created for them. In the book, young readers get the perspective of a 
lovable canine companion named Bow Wow. The story of Bow Wow 
features how he feels whenever his family goes to school or work and 
leaves him alone in the house. It also gives descriptions of Bow Wow’s 
home and the narration of his emotions. In the book, young readers will 
relate to the universal emotions of loneliness and the longing for new 
experiences.

Kathy Leypoldt
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